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Abstract—Creating machine learning agents for competitive
real time strategy games is becoming an exciting challenge for
machine learning researchers. With the advent of the PySC2
framework, StarCraft II is now able to be used as an environment
for machine learning testing. In this experiment we set out to
create a machine learning agent based on a Q learning algorithm
that can solve a minigame puzzle that focuses on movement and
avoiding obstacles.

Index Terms—PySC2, Q Learning, Reinforcement Learning,
StarCraft II

I. INTRODUCTION

Competitive computer games present a great opportunity for
the application of Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence,
and Computer Vision. They are complex, deterministic, give
machine learning agents a large amount of room to explore,
and provide the opportunity for researchers to adjust the
environment and rewards. In particular, Real Time Strategy
games provide an ideal testing environment for Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning techniques.

Real time strategy games are video games that give the
player the role of the commander of an army and the player
uses that army to defeat his opponent. These games can be
really competitive, with multiple leagues of paid professional
players who have their own sponsorships and endorsement
deals. These players spend countless hours trying to develop
the ideal strategies, sifting through multiple possible scenarios
that these different strategies create.

Because of this strategic element, this genre of video games
has garnered the attention of machine learning and Artificial
Intelligence researchers. The application of Machine Learning
algorithms to real time strategy games is highly complex due
to these factors:

• Being run in real-time - What makes real time strategy
games unique compared to other strategy games, such as
chess, is that it is not turn based. The game continues
on whether or not the player chooses to take an action.
This means that the agent has a limited amount of time
to consider the state of the environment before it has to
act.

• Incomplete information - Most real time strategy games
do not reveal the entirety of the play area. Areas of the

map are only revealed while there is a member of the
player’s army in the area. This means that the player is
not always aware of what the other player is doing. The
player must surmise the enemy’s strategy without being
able to see what the enemy is doing at all times.

• Multiple strategies and elements - There are multiple
different types of soldiers, vehicles, an aircrafts that can
be deployed in real time strategy games. The unit com-
position and where in the map an army is deployed can
have a large impact in the army’s effectiveness. Generally,
there is no one size fits all solution. Each strategy has it’s
strengths and weaknesses and players must plan ahead
and either exploit or be ready to compensate for these
strengths and weaknesses.

A. StarCraft II

Starcraft II is a real time strategy Game developed by
Blizzard Entertainment. Like most real time strategy games,
the goal of the game is to collect resources, build a base,
build units, and defeat your opponent while they attempt to
accomplish the same. This game has a futuristic science fiction
setting where three different species battle against each other:
The Terran, who represent the humans; The Zerg, bug-like
alien creatures who focus on large numbers; and the Protoss,
Aliens who have advanced technologies and focus on a small
numbers of elite soldiers.

StarCraft II makes a suitable challenge for machine learning.
For example, Starcraft II is deterministic. Given the same state
in the enviroment, the same action will always produce the
same result. In addition, it takes a long time for an agent to
figure out what works and what doesn’t. StarCraft II has one of
the popular competitive community of players. Many strategies
are discussed and tested against other strategies. Furthermore,
StarCraft II also features hidden information, known in the
game as the fog of war. The fog of war obscures enemy
positions and their actions if no part of the player’s army is
around to see what the opponent is doing.

B. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning is a type of machine learning
technique that enables an agent to learn in an interactive



environment by trial and error using feedback from its own
actions and experiences.

C. PySC2
Deepmind, in collaboration with Blizzard Entertainment,

released the PySC2 python framework [4]. PySC2 is an En-
vironment for Reinforcement Learning research that provides
an interface for RL agents to interact with StarCraft II. Figure
1 shows how the game engine flows when using PySC2.

Fig. 1. PySC2 game engine flow [9]

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Researchers have begun to explore the applications of rein-
forcement learning in StarCraftII. DeepMind and Blizzard [3]
introduce the PySC2 framework and show promising results
of their neural networks in defeating easy computers in a full
game of StarCraftII. Their agents were also able to perform
well in the minigames that they built.

M. Samvelyan et al. [2] created their own framework called
PyMarl which focuses on multi agent reinforcement learning
agents. In this framework, each unit in starcraft is controlled by
a separate machine learning agent. The agents work together
to solve a mini-game of startcraft. For example, the agents will
play against a larger force that attacks head on and the agents
must learn to work together to attack from an advantageous
position or focus their attacks on specific enemies instead of
others.

Barrat and Pan [1], who inspired this research, used one of
the pre-made video games that Deep Mind created for PySC2.
They trained the agent with replays that the authors themselves
playing the mini game. The agent used Convolutional Neural
Networks to learn from the replays.

III. GOAL

None of the minigames that were included rewarded an
agent for reaching a certain location while avoiding obstacles.
Therefore, we set out to create a minigame that focuses on
movement while avoiding obstacles. Our objective is to create
an AI agent that is able to complete a StarCraft II mini-game
and improve play through reinforcement learning.

A. Starcraft 2 Minigames
Starcraft 2 is a very complex game. There are a lot units

to choose from, many options of buildings, and many ways
to attack your opponent. Because of this, players usually play
minigames to focus on certain aspects of the game. A sample
of the minigames that DeepMind created can be found in figure
2.

Fig. 2. Sample of DeepMind’s mini games [9]

B. Our minigame

Our minigame includes a small map with only one unit
known as the ”Space Construction Vehicle” or SCV. In the
map there are 5 green circles called ”beacons” by the game.
On the other side of the Beacons there is a floating ”mineral
shard.” When a unit comes into contact with the mineral shard,
the player is awarded a fixed amount of resources. The goal of
this minigame is for the player to maneuver the SCV from its
starting position to the mineral shard. If the SCV gets to them
mineral shard without touching the beacons, the game end in
a victory for the agent and the agent is given a reward. If the
SCV comes into contact with the beacons, the game ends and
the agent is given no reward.

Fig. 3. StarCraft II minigame used for this experiment

C. Frozen lake problem

This game is reminiscent of the Frozen Lake game that is
commonly used in Machine Learning. Created by OpenAI [5],
the scenario of the game is as follows. Imagine you throw a
frisbee out into a frozen lake and you want to go get it back.



The player starts in the tile that is marked as ”S” and the
frisbee is located in the tile that is marked ”G.” In order to
traverse the frozen lake, the player must go from tile to tile,
stepping only on the frozen tiles(labeled as ”F”) and avoiding
the holes in the ice(labeled as ”H”). The agent can only move
up, down, left, or right unless the agent is at an edge in which
case the directions that would move the agent off the map are
not available.

If the agent enter a tile labeled as ”H”, then the game ends
and the agent is given no rewards or negative rewards and the
game stars all over again. If the agent enters the title labeled as
”G”, then the agent wins the game is rewarded and the game
starts all over again.

Because the game ends when the agent hits an obstacle or
hits the goal and is or is not rewarded based on the outcome,
we believe that this mini game resembles the frozen lake
problem.

Fig. 4. Frozen lake environment and tile definitions [6]

D. Starcraft 2 editor
Our mini-game was created using the StarCraft 2 editor.

The StarCraft 2 editor allows us to create map boundaries,

make regions, and add in our preferred physical elements of
the game. This is done using the drag and drop feature in the
editor. Then the events and win conditions are coded using
triggers.

We designed the map to have a relatively small area since
we only wanted our agent to focus on the section containing
the obstacles and objective. After setting the boundaries, units
and obstacles can be created and regions can be placed over
them using the drag and drop feature of the editor.

To have the mini-game actually have events and actions take
place during game play we open and edit the triggers in the
StarCraft 2 editor. This is where we added in the win and
lose conditions of our mini-game that finalize the ideal testing
environment for our agent. A snapshot of the map editor UI
can be seen in Figure 4.

editor.png

Fig. 5. StarCraft II map editor

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

The data used to teach the agent is created by the agent
itself. The agent makes an observation of the state of the
environment every step. There are 16-22 steps per second. The
agent then decides the best course of action and updates how
valuable it believes each action to be based on whether or not
it was rewarded. Each time the agent runs through the game
the value of how well the agent performed is calculated using
the bellman equation and saved into a Q-table. This data is
used to improve performance in the agents subsequent games.

The Q-table is saved into a .gz file that the agent can access.
This table gets updated each time the agents learn function
is called. This file is accessed whenever an experiment is
initialized. Because of this the agent is able to remember from
the previous games and does not have to learn from scratch
each time the code is called.

B. Q-Learning Table

The Q-learning table is the basis for how the agent is able
to learn from its previous attempts. A Q-Learning table uses
reinforcement learning together with the bellman equation to
help the agent decide on the best action to take [8].



Fig. 6. Q learning equation and explanation [7]

An agent is using reinforcement learning when it performs
an action, observes the results, and then uses that information
to decide on the next action to take. Once the agent has
done this repeatedly in any given deterministic environment,
it should be able to perform exceptionally.

Q-tables can be used as a memory bank for agents to
observe results and base decisions on. The table consists of
n columns, where n is the number of actions, and m rows,
where m is the number of states. The values in the table are
called Q Values and tell the agent how valuable it expects
a certain action to be in a given state. At the start of the
game these Q Values are initialized to 0. The agent chooses an
action randomly, performs it, and then measures the reward of
that action. The Q-table is then updated by using the bellman
equation to calculate a new Q Value with the reward for that
state and action combination. This process is repeated for
however many iterations deemed suitable, as seen in figure
6.

Fig. 7. Visual representation of the Q learning table flow [7]

Our Q-learning table is coded in a class containing four
functions that coincide with the steps a Q-learning table goes
through. The data is saved into a .gz file.

The agent has eight actions to choose from. The preset
actions include ACTION DO NOTHING, ACTION BUILD
SUPPLY DEPOT, ACTION BUILD BARRACKS, and AC-

TION BUILD MARINE. The other four actions are created at
the start of the game by splitting the map into four quadrants
and assigning movement within a quadrant to an action. Those
are the actions that our agent will primarily be using. These
eight actions will serve as the columns in our Q-table.

The state an agent can be in is defined by its x and y
coordinates. These states will serve as the rows in our Q-
table. New rows of states are appended to the table as the
agent discovers new areas of the map and is placed into new
states.

The code accesses the .gz file to decide what the best action
is to take. It appends the .gz file when new Q Values are
calculated or new states are discovered. After many iterations
the data filled Q-table in the .gz file is sufficient enough for
our agent to have learned.

C. Experiment

In order to test whether our agent is able to learn through
the Q table, we set up an experiment where 10 agents were
running consecutively on the mini game we created. Each
agent had its own independent Q table so it would only learn
from its own experience and not the experience of other agents.
When an agent would win the game, it would be given a
reward of 100. If the agent would lose, then the reward was
0. The average amount of reward was plotted on the vertical
axis and the number of games was on the horizontal axis. The
graph of the results can be seen in figure 7.

V. RESULTS

Fig. 8. Graph of the average performance of the Q learning table agents

VI. FUTURE WORK

In this experiment we were successful in implementing a
machine learning algorithm within the pysc2 framework. One
possible next step would be to incorporate another aspect of
StarCraftII, such as attacking or controlling multiple units.
Another direction that we will explore is introducing neural
networks into the machine learning algorithm. Ideally, we
would replace the Q table with a DQN. With these steps
we can get closer to the more ambitious goal of creating an



artificial intelligence agent that is able to play the regular game
of StarCraftII, not just a mini game, reliably well.
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